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ABSTRACT
Title: Equivalent Statements to Exotic P.L. Structures
on the 4-Sphere.
Author: Ralph A. Gerra, Jr.
Submitted to the Department of Mathematics on August 13, 1973
in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of
Master of Science.
Let 5E4 be a combinatorial piecewise-linear (abbreviated p.l.)
4-manifold with the homotopy type of the 4-sphere. We prove:
Theorem. For each such X4 there exists a unique p.1. con-
tractible 5-manifold W5 whose boundar is equal to -4.
Furthermore the topolo ical type of WK is determined by the
topological type of Z-4.
From this theorem follows the equivalence of statements (1)
and (2) of the following three equivalent statements:
(1) the 4-sphere has a unique p.l. structure,
(2) the 5-ball has a unique p.1. structure, and
(3) the 4-ball has a unique p.1. structure.
There is the following relationship with the Schbnflies conjec-
ture.
Theorem. If the 4-ball has a unique p.l. structure then 3-1
p.1. embedded in Sn bounds two p.l. n-balls whose interiors
are disjoint.
With the assumption that the 4-sphere does not have a unique
p.1. structure, non-combinatorial triangulations of S5 and
R5 are exhibited.
Finally we embed any p.1. 4-sphere in R5 with the usual
linear structure.
Thesis Supervisor: John Morgan
Title: Assistant Professor of Mathematics
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Chapter 1, Introduction
This paper will treat research occasioned by John
Stallings' article, "The Piecewise-linear Structure of
Euclidean Space." From Stallings'paper we learn that Rn
(n*4) has a unique piecewise-linear structure. The case n=4
remains unknown and seems beyond the present means of mathe-
matics. However, in an attempt to mimic Stallingst proof
for n=4 we consider R4<=R 4xR=R 5 and proceed with five
dimensional engulfing. The engulfing lemma enables us to
contain four dimensional compact subsets of R4 in five
dimensional balls. We then take a four dimensional cross
section of the 5-ball in the plane of R4 and hope to obtain
a 4-ball containing the original compact set. At this stage
certain questions about the piecewise-linear uniqueness of
the combinatorial &osphere, 4-ball, and 5-ball arise.
Specifically this paper will clarify the uniqueness
relationship between the above three combinatorial objects;
mention the connection between combinatorial uniqueness and
the existence of non-combinatorial triangulations of some
simple topological manifolds; and show some ways of embedding
these "exotic" objects in standard space. It should be noted
that no one has discovered an exotic object.
Chapter 2, Notation and Terminology
We will work in the category of piecewise-linear spaces
and a few introductory words are necessary. If A,BcRn,
euclidean n-space, are disjoint subsets we define the asso-
ciative operation j AB=fXa+yb I aeA, beB} , where AandfA
are real numbers; ,A non-negative; and A+ =l. A finite set
{vosvl,...,vnjcRm1 is independent if the vectors {vi-vO
are linearly independent in Rm. An n-simplex AC Rm is the
repeated join of n+l points, vertices,which span A. A simplex
spanned by a subset of the vertices is called a face of A.
The next important object is the simplicial complex.
A simplicial complex K is a finite collection of simplices
in some Rn satisfying:
(1) if CeK and B is a face of C then BeK, and
(2) if B,CcK then BA C is a face of both B and C.
A subdivision L of a simplicial. complex K has the same under-
lying subset of Rn and each simplex of L is contained in a
simplex of K.
Note that we can represent a simplex merely by letting
a vertex set stand for the simplex and by letting all the
subsets of the vertex set represent the faces of the simplex.
Thinking of simplicial complexes as vertex sets we define a
simplicial map f:K--+L to be a map of simplicial complexes
K and 4 considered as vertex set; such that if 70' 1*****
represents a simplex of K then (vg),f(vl),...,f(In)
represents a simplex of L. We note that by taking joins such
a map can be extended from a vertex map to a topological
map of subsets of two euclidean spaces. Also a map f of
KCRn to LCRm can yield a map defined on the vertices of K.
The map f is simplicial if f restricted to the vertices of
K is a simplicial map and f is linear on each simplex of K.
A simplicial isomorphism is a simplicial map that is bijec-
tive.
If KC Rn and LcRm are simplicial complexes
then a p.l. map f:K-+L is such that f is a map of the under-
lying topological spaces and there exist subdivisions K' of
K and L' of L so that f:K'--Lf is simplicial. A p.l. equiva-
lence is a p.1. map that is a simplicial isomorphism upon
appropriate subdivision.
We extend the notion of simplicial complex by intro-
ducing the idea of triangulation. Let X be a topological
space, K a simplicial complex, and h:K--+X a topological
homeomorphism then we say K is a triangulation of X. We also
speak of having put a p.l. structure on X and confuse the
distinction between X and K. Whenever we speak of unique-
ness we mean up to p.l. equivalence unless otherwise men-
tioned. That is if h:K--+X and ht:K'---X are two triangu-
lations of X, the p.l. structures on X are equivalent if
and only if K is p.1. equivalent to K'.
For more of the language of p.l. topology the reader
should consult Hudson, Zeeman, or Rourke and Sanderson.
When referring to the standard structure on some topological
manifold we mean the p.l. structure induced from the appro-
priate standard linear object. Thus a standard 4-sphere is
triangulated by a member of the class of simplicial complexes
simplicially equivalent to the boundary of a 5-simplex. The
standard Rn is in turn a topological Rn triangulated by any-
thing in the class of rectilinear simplicial subdivisions of
Rn with the usual linear structure. A. p.l. structure on a
topological manifold that is not p.l. equivalent to the
standard structure is called exotic. Unless specifically
mentioned all triangulations of manifolds are combinatorial.
That is each point has a neighborhood which is a standard
n-ball (p.l. equivalent to an n-simplex.)
Sn signifies the topological n-sphere and Bn signifies
the topological n-ball, which unless stated to the contrary
have the standard p.. structures.
Chapter 3, Homotopy 4-spheres
We first state several theorems, a corollary, and a def-
inition. The proofs will follow.
Theorem 3.1 Let 14 be a compact p.l. manifold with the
homotopy type of S4 then y4 bounds a p.1. 5-manifold W5
such that W5C-BN+5 with a product neighborhood.
Two p.l. n-manifolds W, and W2 with the same boundary are
cobordant relative to their boundary if there exists a p.1.
n+l-manif old W such that the boundary of W is
W, U WixI \i W2
where 2W is the boundary of W 1.
Theorem 3.2 The W5 of theorem 3.1 is cobordant relative to
its boundary to a contractible p.1. 5-manifold W51,
We omit the proof of this theorem since its is a standard
result of surgery (Kervaire and Milnor; Browder).
Theorem 3.3 The W of theorem 3.2 is p.1. unique.
Theorem 3.4 The topological type of W is determined by
the topological type of Y~4.
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Corollary 3.5 For each p.l. manifold ., a homotopy 4-sphere,
there exists a unique contractible p.l. 5-manifold W5 with
aW5= 4 . Furthermore the topological type of W5 is deter-
mined by the topological type of 74.
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Proof of theorem 3.3 We suppose that Wl and W2 are con-
4
tractible p.1. 5-manifolds whose boundaries are the Z_
of theorem 3.1. Let
W = W L k I U W
We observe that W is a p.l. homotopy 5-sphere which by the
Poincare conjecture (Rourke and Sanderson, p9) is the stan-
dard p.1. 5-sphere. The following lemma verifies this remark.
Thus W bounds a standard B6 which gives a cobordism rela-
tive to the boundary between W and W2 * Then by the
relative h-cobordism theorem (Rourke and Sanderson, p87)
W is p.l. equivalent to W2 '
Lemma W in the proof of theorem 3.3 is a p.l. homotopy
5-sphere.
Proof It is clear that W is a compact five dimensional
p.l. manifold. We must only show it has the homotopy type
of e5. Since both W, and W2 are contractible, W has the
homotopy type of the suspension of j4, which in turn has
the homotopy type of the suspension of 4, which is 35,
Proof of theorem 3.4 We suppose that W1 and W2 are con-
tractible p.l. 5-manifolds each of whose boundary is a
homotopy 4-sphere. Let = DW1 (i=1, 2. ) If h:
is a homeomorphism we can use h to induce a new p.l. struc-
ture on 5-2. By Kirby, thl?, p107 this new triangulation ex-
tends to all of W2. Thus by theorem 3.3 W, and W2 with its
new p.l. structure are p.1. equivalent, hence topologically
homeomorphic.
Proof of theorem 3.1 Since p.l. 4-manifolds admit a sm
ing (Cairns) and smooth manifolds triangulate uniquely (
kres) we can work in the smooth category.
We assume the standard language of smooth topology a
smooth bundles. The reader can examine Milnor (1) and t
Part 1) 5.. smoothly embeds in SN+4 with a trivial nor-
mal bundle. By Whitmay's embedding theorem embeds
in R which gives an embedding into . So we have
4 C=1BN+4, where N 75.
At this point we need some notation. For Nc+M smooth
manifolds we have:
-- Mis the tangent bundle of M
ooth-
Mun-
nd
2]
-M N is the tangent bundle of M restricted to N,
is the normal bundle of the embedding i,
n is the trivial n-bundle.
We have the following three equations:
(1) -C 4@_ 1= E5
(2) V i 4 = -CSN+-4 (4)
(3) 'GSN+4c9f=. N+5
Equation (1) is a result of Kervaire and Milnor. Equations
(2) and (3) are standard smooth results. (Milnor, [2] )
We also note that if N.>dim K, where K is a simplicial
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complex, is an N-bundle over K then if is stably
trivial tk is trivial. Thus by equation (30 ~CSN+4\i( 4)
is trivial. We then add a El to each side of equation
(2) and derive, using- equation (1), V i 5 N-5, So
4 has a stably trivial normal bundle which by our above
note is trivial. Thus by the tubular neighborhood theorem
(Milnor [2) ) i(0 ) has a product neighborhood.
Part ii) There is a smooth map f:SN+4-.,SN such that there
is a regular value p SN and f-t  __. F4,
Let T = EKxBN, the tubular neighborhood of 2 in SN44,
Let it :T--BN be projection onto B1 and let c:BN--20N be the
map which identifies BN with a point q SN. We now consider
SN+-4= T U V, where V = clo sure (SN 4-T)
and define a mapwhich can be taken to be smooth,
f: SN+4---+ SN
by f V v:V--, q 6 SN and
f| T = a a 7r .
We note that 4 IC-,T is sent to a point p E SN and that p
is a regular value of f.
Part iii) Let SN+4 =BN+5 then f extends to
F:BN+5__SN with F BN+5= f
and with p still a regular value.
Since TrN+4 (N)= 0  for our range of N, (Toda) f extends to
BN+5. (Conner and Floyd, p20) This extension can be made
smoothly while leaving f fixed on SN+4. F can be chosen so
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that p is still a regular value. (Milnor [2)
Part iv) Conclusion of proof
We now have
BN+5 F SN
F I(p) =W ) P
where W is a smooth five manifold and 2W= 54. Since our
extension preserves transverse regularity at p the normal
bundle of p in SN pulls back onto the normal bundle of W-5
in BN+5. The normal bundle of p is clearly trivial so W5
has a trivial normal bundle. That is Wf5 has a product
neighborhood in BN+5
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Chapter 4, Uniqueness and Schonflies
The combinatorial relationship between B5, the topo-
logical 5-ball; S4, the topological 4-sphere; and B4, the
topological 4-ball is summarized by
Theorem 4.1 The following statements are equivalent:
a. B5 has a unique p.l. structure
b. S4 has a unique p.l. structure
c. B has a unique p.l. structure.
Proof of theorem 4.1 af*b follows from corollary 3.5.
b 4c. First we note that any combinatorial B4 has the
standard S3 as boundary. (Moise) We suppose B4 has an exotic
structure and take the cone on its boundary. This yields
an S4 with an exotic structure. If not we could remove the
cone on the boundary of B4 (a standard p.1. 4-disk) and by
Newman's theorem B4 would be standard. (Rourke and Sanderson)
c=>b. We suppose S4 has an exotic structure and remove a
4-simplex from a simplicial complex representing the exotic
triangulation. What we have left is a four ball which must
be exotic. If not we could cone on its boundary and get
S back as standard.
It is useful to note that we have
Theorem 4.2 S4 bounds a unique p.l. 5-ball. Here S4 has any
combinatorial structure. Also the five ball is unique up to
isotopy. (Kirby)
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We can summarize the preceding two theorems as follows.
Each exotic 5-ball comes from a unique exotic 4-sphere.
By taking the boundary we get every exotic 4-sphere from a
unique exotic 5-ball. We also have a 1-1 correspondence
between exotic B 4's and exotic Sets.
Theorem 4.1 also has connections with a p.l. Schonflies
problem. (Rourke and Sanderson, p47) Specificially the
problem is:
Suppose en-1 and Sn are standard p.1. spheres and suppose
Sn-1 is p.1. locally flat embedded in Sn then are the clo-
sures of the components of Sngn-1 standard p.l. n-balls?
(P.l. locally flat means that the closures of these com-
ponents are p.l. submanifolds of Sn)
At the present time the answer is "yes" for n*4. If the
4-ball had a unique p.1. structure then if S3C,3 4 is p,1,
locally flat, it would bound two standard p.1. 4-balls.
The reasoning is as follows:
Since p.l. locally flat implies topologically flat,
Brown's work implies S bounds a topological 4-ball B4
which is triangulated as a combinatorial manifold. Under our
assumption B4 has a unique p.1. structure and thus is stan-
dard.
A general n-dimensional p.l. Sch6nflies problem exists
in which the assumption of locally flat is dropped. The
problem is:
If Sn -1 is p.1. embedded in SP are the closures of the
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components of sn-5 n-l p.1. standard n-balls?
These problems are inductively related. Specifically,
if the general Sch6nflies problem is true in dimension n-1
then any Sn-1 p.l. embedded in Sn is p.]. locally flat.
This can be seen by examining links of points in Sn-1
pooblem
The general Sch6nf'lies A "is true in dimensions n = 1, 2, 3,
being just a rephrased Jordan curve problem. As noted above
the n=3 case implies 03 p.. embedded in S4 is p.l. locally
flat.
So if we assume B4 has a a unique p.1. structure we
have affirmatively answered the general Schonflies problem
in dimension 4. However, a "yes" answer for dimension 4
implies "yes" for all higher dimensions. We see this as
follows:
For n-.5 the Poincare conjecture (Rourke and Sanderson,
p9) implies Sn has a unicpae p.. structure. Let
_m = U conen- 1  for m ;6.
sm-l
m
2.. is a p.l. homotopy m-sphere and thus is p.. equivalent
to the standard p.l. Sm. By Newman's theorem (Rourke and
Sanderson) since coneSm-1 is a standard ball, B' is a
standard m-ball. We have also shown that B5 is standard
if and only if the boundary of B5 is a standard 34. Now
the general Sch6nflies problem in dimension n= 4 implies
a standard S4 p.1. embedded in 35 is p.l. locally flat.
Brownts work implies S4 bounds two topological 5-balls,
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which are p.l. manifolds with a standard S4 as boundary.
By remarks above these 5-balls are standard. The induction
clearly works for all higher dimensions. Thus we have the
following theorem.
Theorem 4.3 If B has a unique p.1. structure then any
Sn-1 p.1. embedded in S bounds two standard p.1. n-balls
whose interiors are disjoint.
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Chapter 5, Non-combinatorial triangulations
Up to here we have referred only to combinatorial p.l.
manifolds, that is each point has a neighborhood which is
p.1. equivalent to the standard ball. We should note that
no one has produced a triangulation of a manifold that is
not combinatorial. Here again the p.l. uniqueness of
S is germane.
Theorem 5.1 We assume that an exotic S4 exists. Then
S5 has a non-combinatorial triangulation and R5 has a
non-combinatorial triangulation.
Proof of theorem 5.1 The suspension of an exotic S4 yields
a non-combinatorial triangulation of S5 * If we remove
one of the suspension points we obtain a non-combinatorial
triangulation of R5 ,
19Chapter 6, Embedding
We conclude with a simple embedding result. Here S4
and B5 are combinatorial but possibly exotic.
Theorem 6.1 S4 and B5 p.l. embed in the standard R5.
Proof of theorem 6.1 Since every S4 bounds a corresponding
B5 (theorem 4.2) it suffices to p.l. embed B5 into R5.
We do this by taking
.- B5  Li B5
S4
_ Is a combinatorial 5-sphere which has a unique p.l.
structure. We remove a point from one copy of B5. So
R5 S 35 -P t.3 B5 L B5
where R5 is standard and 'signifies p.1. equivalence.
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